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The true nature of our minds is enlightened and peaceful, as the depth of the ocean is calm and
clear. But when we mentally grasp and emotionally cling to our wants and worries with all our
energy, we lose our own enlightened freedom and healing power, only to gain stress and
exhaustion, suffering and overexcitement, like the turbulent waves rolling on the surface of the
ocean.Our minds possess the power to heal pain and stress, and to blossom into peace and joy,
by loosening the clinging attitudes that Buddhists call "grasping at self." If we apply the mind's
healing power, we can heal not only our mental and emotional afflictions, but physical problems
also.This book is an invitation to awaken the healing power of mind through inspiring images and
sounds, mindful movements, positive perceptions, soothing feelings, trusting confidence, and
the realization of openness. The healing principle on which these exercises are based is the
universal nature and omnipresent power envisioned in Mahayana Buddhism. Yet for healing, we
don't have to be believers in any particular faith. We can heal body and mind simply by being
what we truly are, and by allowing our own natural healing qualities to manifest: a peaceful and
open mind, a loving and positive attitude, and warm, joyful energy in a state of balance and
harmony.

It sounds like science fiction, but more and more people are tapping into the healing power of
the mind. Bill Moyers brought this topic to light in a big way with his bestselling Healing and the
Mind, but that was just an overview. For step-by-step instructions, you can turn to Tulku
Thondup's The Healing Power of Mind. Thondup, Harvard scholar and Tibetan Buddhist monk
since the age of 5, says that in the Tibetan tradition the mind is the key to health, and that mental
grasping is often the cause of our physical undoing. A cosmic counselor of sorts, Thondup
guides us first through simple exercises in relaxation and accepting present circumstances. His
healing method centers on visualization, beginning with emotions and moving on to the body.
With breathing and sound as part of the package, the meditator creates a sense of well-being
and compassion that is ideally carried over mindfully into everyday activities. The accelerated
pupil can move on to more complex Buddhist imagery, but no matter how far you go, trusting the
healing power of the mind is the first step. --Brian Bruya --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.Review"Thondup's book is a rich survey of the healing resources
inherent in Nyingma Buddhism. . . . Thondup's book is a rare and invaluable guide to an ancient
Tibetan treasure."—Publishers Weekly "Tulku Thondup seems to have done for Tibetan
Buddhism what Shunryu Suzuki Roshi did for Zen. Like Suzuki's Zen Mind, Beginners Mind,
Thondup's book is deceptively simple—the work of a great teacher who has penetrated this
material so deeply he can present it with a clarity that spiritual seekers of any level can grasp.
What's more, you don't have to be a Buddhist to find The Healing Power of Mind life-



transforming."—New Age Journal"Tulku Thondup outlines a means toward healing not just body,
mind, and spirit, but the heart as well. As such, this healing path is a spiritual practice, a way to
transform our very lives."—Daniel Goleman, author of Emotional Intelligence "For many years I
have dreamed of a book like this and Tulku Thondup—a master of Tibetan Buddhism, a gifted
scholar, and a renowned translator—is the ideal person to have authored it. A skillful distillation
of Buddhist teachings on healing it is written with great charm, clarity, and simplicity in a way that
people from any culture or background can benefit from. In a time of real and urgent need let's
hope that people everywhere will take it to heart and connect with the limitless power of healing
within."—Sogyal Rinpoche, author of The Tibetan Book of Living and Dying This luminous book
on healing explores territory that few books on mind/body medicine approach— the true nature
of mind and the roots of suffering."—Joan Borysenko, author of Minding the Body, Mending the
MindAbout the AuthorTulku Thondup was born in East Tibet and trained from childhood at the
famed Dodrupchen Monastery. He was a visiting scholar at Harvard University from 1980 to
1983. Since then, he has lived in Cambridge, Massachusetts, where he writes and translates
under the auspices of the Buddhayana Foundation. His books include The Healing Power of
Mind and Peaceful Death, Joyful Rebirth. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable
edition of this title.Read more
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“Thondup’s book is a rich survey of the healing resources inherent in Nyingma Buddhism. . . .
Thondup’s book is a rare and invaluable guide to an ancient Tibetan treasure.”—Publishers
Weekly“Tulku Thondup seems to have done for Tibetan Buddhism what Shunryu Suzuki Roshi
did for Zen. Like Suzuki’s Zen Mind, Beginners Mind, Thondup’s book is deceptively simple—the
work of a great teacher who has penetrated this material so deeply he can present it with a
clarity that spiritual seekers of any level can grasp. What’s more, you don’t have to be a Buddhist
to find The Healing Power of Mind life-transforming.”—New Age Journal“Tulku Thondup outlines
a means toward healing not just body, mind, and spirit, but the heart as well. As such, this
healing path is a spiritual practice, a way to transform our very lives.”—Daniel Goleman, author
of Emotional Intelligence“For many years I have dreamed of a book like this and Tulku Thondup
—a master of Tibetan Buddhism, a gifted scholar, and a renowned translator—is the ideal
person to have authored it. A skillful distillation of Buddhist teachings on healing, it is written with
great charm, clarity, and simplicity in a way that people from any culture or background can
benefit from. In a time of real and urgent need let’s hope that people everywhere will take it to
heart and connect with the limitless power of healing within.”—Sogyal Rinpoche, author of The
Tibetan Book of Living and Dying“This luminous book on healing explores territory that few
books on mind/body medicine approach—the true nature of mind and the roots of suffering.”—
Joan Borysenko, author of Minding the Body, Mending the MindABOUT THE BOOKThe true
nature of our minds is enlightened and peaceful, as the depth of the ocean is calm and clear. But
when we mentally grasp and emotionally cling to our wants and worries with all our energy, we
lose our own enlightened freedom and healing power, only to gain stress and exhaustion,
suffering and overexcitement, like the turbulent waves rolling on the surface of the ocean.Our
minds possess the power to heal pain and stress, and to blossom into peace and joy, by
loosening the clinging attitudes that Buddhists call “grasping at self.” If we apply the mind’s
healing power, we can heal not only our mental and emotional afflictions, but physical problems
also.This book is an invitation to awaken the healing power of mind through inspiring images and
sounds, mindful movements, positive perceptions, soothing feelings, trusting confidence, and
the realization of openness. The healing principle on which these exercises are based is the
universal nature and omnipresent power envisioned in Mahayana Buddhism. Yet for healing, we
don’t have to be believers in any particular faith. We can heal body and mind simply by being
what we truly are, and by allowing our own natural healing qualities to manifest: a peaceful and
open mind, a loving and positive attitude, and warm, joyful energy in a state of balance and
harmony.TULKU THONDUP Rinpoche was born in East Tibet and was recognized to be a tulku
at age five. He studied at Tibet’s famed Dodrupchen Monastery, settling in India in 1958 and
teaching for many years in its universities. He came to the United States in 1980 as a visiting
scholar at Harvard University. For the past three decades he has lived in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, where he writes, translates, and teaches under the auspices of the Buddhayana



Foundation. His numerous books include The Healing Power of Mind, which has now been
published in eighteen languages, and Boundless Healing, which has been published in eleven
languages.Sign up to learn more about our books and receive special offers from Shambhala
Publications.Or visit us online to sign up at .Tulku ThondupTHE HEALING POWER OF
MINDSIMPLE MEDITATION EXERCISES FOR HEALTH, WELL-BEING, AND
ENLIGHTENMENTForeword by Daniel GolemanSHAMBHALABOSTON &
LONDON2013Shambhala Publications, Inc.Horticultural Hall300 Massachusetts
AvenueBoston, Massachusetts 02115© 1996 by Tulku Thondup RinpocheBuddhayana Series
VIIThe calligraphy in the Appendix is by Chögyam Trungpa Rinpoche.All rights reserved. No part
of this book may be reproduced in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including
photocopying, recording, or by any information storage and retrieval system, without permission
in writing from the publisher.The Library of Congress catalogues the hardcover edition of this
book as follows:Thondup, Tulku.The healing power of mind: simple meditation exercises for
health, well-being, and enlightment / by Tulku Thondup: foreword by Daniel Goleman.p.
cm.Includes bibliographical references and index.1. Spiritual life—Buddhism. 2. Health—
Religious aspects—Buddhism. 3. Spiritual healing.I. Title.BQ7805.T46 1996
96-6922294.3′4446—dc20 CIPCONTENTS Foreword by Daniel
GolemanAcknowledgmentsIntroduction PART ONE: THE HEALING PATH1 FOUNDATIONS
OF HEALINGThe Benefits of HealingAnyone Can BenefitMeditation, Mind, and BodyTibetan
Medicine’s Approach to Spiritual HealingWhy We Are SufferingWe Are All BuddhaThe Path of
Healing2 THE HEALING POWER OF MINDMind Is the Main FactorHow to Live in the
WorldWhat Is Important for Human Life?Setting Out on the Healing Path3 GETTING
STARTEDChoosing a PlaceChoosing a TimePostureRelaxationCreating Mental
SpaceBreathingVisualizationConcentrationOpeningMerging in
OnenessMindfulnessEnlightened Attitude4 DEVELOPING CONFIDENCELooking at Your
ProgressMagnifying Even Simple ProgressPure PerceptionConsistence and
EndeavorBalanceFeelingSeeing or Feeling with Your Whole Body and MindThe Power of
SecrecyKnowing Our Strengths and Weaknesses5 HOW TO DEAL WITH
PROBLEMSAvoidanceRecognition and AcceptanceFinding the SourceReleasing Problems
through FeelingFacing Problems CalmlySeeing Problems as PositiveSeeing the Openness of
Your ProblemsDealing with FearReleasing Strong Fears6 HOW TO DEAL WITH PHYSICAL
AILMENTS7 HEALING ENERGIESThe Source of PowerLight as the Means of
HealingVisualizing LightAwakening Healing EnergyHealing Light and Energy in Daily Life PART
TWO: THE HEALING EXERCISES8 HEALING MEDITATIONSIntroductionClearing Energy
Blocks1. Releasing the Shackles of Tension2. Restoring the Energy of Peace and Joy3.
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Dreams14. Soothing Neurotic Symptoms15. Extinguishing the Flame of Emotional
Afflictions16. Purifying Desires and Emotional Poisons17. Releasing Troubles with Your
BreathingHealing through Sound1. Soothing through the Sound of Openness2. Healing
through Blessed Sound3. Purifying Our Emotions Silently9 HEALING PHYSICAL
DISHARMONYLight That Heals Physical AilmentsWater That Heals Physical AilmentsFire, Air,
and Earth for HealingHealing with the Help of OthersHealing Awareness of Physical and Energy
Movements10 HEALING WITH NATURE’S ENERGYEarthWaterFireAirSpaceTrees11 DAILY
LIVING AS HEALINGAwakeningReceiving BlessingsWashing and CleaningBreathingDrinking
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MEDITATIONS: THE PATH TO OPENNESS12 THE MEDITATIONS OF TRANQUILLITY AND
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the Buddha of Compassion to Open Our HeartsAppendix: Scriptural Sources for this
BookGlossaryBibliography: Works Cited with Key to AbbreviationsE-mail Sign-UpFOREWORD
by Daniel GolemanAMONG THE more profound accomplishments of modern science has been
the discovery that mind and body are not separate and independent, but rather the same entity
seen from two different angles. Descartes, in setting mind and body apart, was mistaken. And
Western medicine, in following his lead, has been equally wrong in discounting the significance
of patients’ mental states for their physical condition.One sign of the strength of the connection
between mind and body is the finding, in an analysis of more than one hundred studies linking
emotions and health, that people who are chronically distressed—whether anxious and worried,
depressed and pessimistic, or angry and hostile—have double the average risk of getting a
major disease in the ensuing years. Smoking increases the risk of serious disease by 60
percent; chronic emotional distress by 100 percent. This makes distressing emotion almost
double the health risk compared with smoking.Researchers in the new scientific field of
psychoneuroimmunology, which studies the biological links between mind, brain, and the
immune system, are rapidly filling in the missing mechanisms that connect mind and body. The
emotional centers of the brain, they are discovering, are tightly linked not just to the immune
system, but also to the cardiovascular system. When we are chronically stressed—when the
body is continually catapulted into the “fight-or-flight” response, with its surging stress hormones
—it weakens the immune system’s ability to fight off viruses and nip budding cancers, even as it
primes the heart to escalate blood pressure and pump more frantically to prepare the body for
emergency. The end result is that our vulnerability to diseases of every category is increased.By
contrast, a mind at peace with itself protects the body’s health. That principle is fundamental in



traditional Tibetan medicine, an ancient system that has never lost sight of the crucial link
between mind and body.Tulku Thondup, an adept of the Nyingma branch of Tibetan Buddhism,
has distilled for Westerners the soul of his culture’s approach to health—not just of body and
mind, but of spirit as well. As he makes clear, the three are inextricably connected. To the degree
that we can “loosen the tightness of grasping”—that is, to the degree we can drop the small and
large preoccupations that limit and constrain our vision—and instead relax into a larger, more
spacious sense of ourselves and our place in the universe, to that degree we can marshal the
healing power of mind.Tulku Thondup offers us more than a theoretical framework for
approaching health: he gives us practical methods, proven over the centuries in Tibetan
practice. And in doing so he outlines a means toward healing not just the body, mind, and spirit,
but the heart as well. As such, this healing path is a spiritual practice, a way to transform our very
lives.ACKNOWLEDGMENTS I AM THANKFUL to Harold Talbott for his wisdom, care, and
perseverance in editing this book and to Robert Garrett for making this book widely accessible
with his mastery in the art of editing. My gratitude goes to Emily Hilburn Sell for shaping the book
into its present form with her professional insight and to Ian Baldwin for his invaluable editorial
contributions and tireless expert guidance. I thank Daniel Goleman for kindly providing the
illuminating foreword to the book.I am thankful to Lydia Segal for helping in many stages of my
research and writing; to Amy Hertz, Jonathan Miller, and Brian Boland for their valuable
suggestions; to David Dvore for computer assistance; and to the private Library of Kyabje
Dodrupchen Rinpoche at the Mahasiddha Nyingmapa Temple and the Lehman Library at
Columbia University for their indispensable resources, and to Victor and Ruby Lam for allowing
me to work in their cozy apartment.I am highly grateful to Michael Baldwin for keeping the lights
of our projects on with his tireless guidance and infinite inspiration and to the members and
patrons of Buddhayana, under whose most generous sponsorship I have been given the
opportunity to work on my research and writing for the last fifteen years.Finally, my gratitude is
due to Samuel Bercholz and the staff of Shambhala Publications for their great care in providing
the perfect channel for this book, including Kendra Crossen for refining the book with her superb
editorial skills and enthusiasm.INTRODUCTION I WAS BORN into a humble nomad family in a
tent on the wild green, grassy tablelands of Eastern Tibet, among the world’s highest mountains
and biggest rivers. The land was covered with snow for almost eight months of the year. My
family belonged to a tribal group that lived in tents, tending many domestic animals including
yaks, horses, and sheep. Many times a year we used to move our camps to different valleys, so
that there would be enough fresh grass for the animals to live on.At the age of five, a drastic
change shook my life. I was recognized as a reincarnation of a celebrated religious master of
Dodrupchen monastery, an important learning institution in Eastern Tibet. Buddhists accept the
principle of rebirth and karma, so Tibetans believe that when a great master dies, he or she will
take rebirth as a person who will have great ability to benefit people. Because I was their only
child, my parents were very sad to give me up, yet they offered me to the monastery without
hesitation. My parents were proud and felt deeply privileged that their child had become one of



the respected persons in their valley overnight.Suddenly every aspect of my life changed. I didn’t
have a so-called normal childhood of playing with other children. Instead, dignified tutors took
care of me and served me with respect, for I had been recognized as the reincarnation of their
teacher. I felt at home with my new life, as children always find it easier than adults to adapt to
new situations. I loved my parents, especially my grandmother, but told them not to enter the
monastery, although they had been given a special temporary permit. People took this as
another sign that I had lived in the monastery in my previous life.From dawn to dusk, the cycle of
time was filled with learning and prayer. In this environment, most of the time I was filled with
inner joy and peace. My tutors were very compassionate, understanding, and practical people.
They were not rigid-minded disciplinarian monks, as you might imagine, although that could
sometimes be the case. Instead they were gentle, humble, and caring human beings full of joy
and smiles. After some time I did not feel the urge to play or move around without purpose. I did
not even feel the need to look around much, and could sit still for hours. First I took the vow of a
novice and then of a monk. My hair was shaved every month or so, and after midday we didn’t
eat anything till the next morning. Our days were regulated by the cycles of the moon and sun.
Until the age of eighteen, I never saw an airplane or an automobile. A wristwatch may have been
the most sophisticated product of modern technology that I ever came across before leaving the
monastery.For us, Buddhism was not just meditation, study, or ceremony but a way of daily life
and existence. Buddhism teaches that the essential identity of all beings is the mind, which in its
true nature is pure, peaceful, and perfect. It is the Buddha. As we know, when our mind remains
free from the pressure of external situations and emotions, it becomes more peaceful, open,
wise, and spacious.In the monastery I was taught the importance of loosening the attitude that
Buddhists call “grasping at self.” It is the mistaken perception of a solid, permanent entity in
oneself and in other beings or things. “Self” is a concept fabricated by ordinary mind, not by the
mind in its true nature. Grasping at self is the root of mental and emotional turmoil, the cause of
our suffering. This is the point at which we can understand the very heart of Buddhism, its spirit
and its flavor. Do you see how radical Buddhism is? For Buddhism says that suffering is caused
by something that our mind is doing even before we reach the point of any unskillful or
problematic behavior or any divisive speech, before we are launched into the suffering,
sickness, old age, and death that are the career of all living beings. In Buddhism all the trouble is
traced to, is pinned on grasping at self. A great Buddhist master named Shantideva portrayed
the self at which we grasp as the “evil monster”:All the violence, fear, and sufferingThat exists in
the worldComes from grasping at self.What use is this great evil monster to you?If you do not let
go of the self,There will never be an end to your suffering.Just as, if you do not release a flame
from your hand,You can’t stop it from burning your hand.But how can we let go of the self? For
me, realization of my true nature wasn’t possible at such a young age and so early a stage of my
training. But as I progressed through different degrees of physical and mental discipline, I was
inspired by and inspirited with mindfulness, compassion, devotion, contemplation, and pure
perception. That resulted in progressive degrees of the loosening of my mental and emotional



grip of grasping at self and my harvesting more inner strength, awareness, and openness. As my
mind was gradually introduced to its peaceful nature and I trained myself to relax in it, the turmoil
of external circumstances began to have less impact on my feelings and became easier to
handle. The experiences of the peaceful and open nature of the mind enabled me to heal the
harsh events of my life and maintain strength and joy in both good and bad circumstances.At the
age of eighteen, because of the political changes in Tibet, accompanied by my two teachers and
eight other friends, I had to travel for many months, trekking over a thousand miles across Tibet
to escape into India. Halfway, at a holy cave in an empty valley, where high gray mountains stood
watch in every direction, Kyala Khenpo, my teacher, who had looked after me like my sole parent
since I was five, breathed his last breath. Suddenly I realized that I was an orphan, an escapee,
and a homeless refugee.Finally we arrived in India, a land rich in wisdom and civilization. For the
first time in many months I was able to enjoy the feeling of coolness in the shade of trees and
ease in the warmth of shelters. Many of the Tibetan refugees in India, who numbered about one
hundred thousand, died because of the changes of food, water, weather, or altitude. For those
who survived, the painful lives of our loved ones whom we left behind in Tibet kept haunting us
day and night.In those dark days, all I had to guide and console me was the wisdom light of
Buddhism in my heart. If a problem could be solved and was worthy of being attended to, I tried
to dedicate my life to solving it with a peaceful mind, open attitude, and joyful disposition. If the
problem was insoluble, I tried not to burn myself and waste my time and energy in vain. In either
situation, I tried to let go of the emotions, the fixations of the mind, by not grasping at them,
dwelling on them, or worrying about them, for that would only worsen the situation. Shantideva
says:If you can solve your problem,Then what is the need of worrying?If you cannot solve
it,Then what is the use of worrying?Ever since my escape to India, I have not lived in a monastic
community or observed monastic disciplines. But the peaceful and joyful images of my monastic
sanctuary in Tibet are still vivid in my mind’s eye. The echoes of the kind, soothing words of the
supremely wise and compassionate teachers of my childhood still ring in my ears. More
important, the experience of openness, peace, and strength that I cultivated then has been
refined and brightened in my heart by the hardships that I faced in my life, just as gold is refined
by melting and beating it. Those images, words, and experiences have always been the guiding
light and healing energy through the pain, confusion, and weaknesses of my life.Sheltering the
candlelight of a peaceful mind from the storm of life’s struggles, and sending out the rays of
openness and positive attitude in order to reach others, were the two factors that enabled me to
carry on through difficult times. In many ways, the great tragedies of my life turned out to be
blessings: They illustrated the Buddhist teachings on the illusory nature of life, stripping away the
false security blanket. No doubts were left about the healing power of releasing the grip of
grasping at self.In 1980 I moved to the United States, the land of freedom and abundance.
Generally, it is harder for the peaceful mind to survive the assaults of sensual joy and material
attraction than those of pain and suffering. But the effect of Buddhist trainings is that, while I
enjoy the material prosperity of the West, I appreciate that much more the humble, earthy, and



natural Buddhist life of my childhood. Also, the more I enjoy my spiritual life in Buddhism, the
more I appreciate the faith, compassion, and generosity based on Judeo-Christian values
combined with the material prosperity of the West, which in turn have enriched my spiritual
strength. Living in the light of Buddhist wisdom, I view the positive qualities of every
circumstance through the window of the peaceful nature of mind instead of succumbing to the
negative qualities. This is the heart of the path of healing.In 1984, I was able to visit Tibet, my
homeland, for the first time in twenty-seven years. It was a time of joy to see a few of my old
friends and relatives who had survived and a time of sadness to learn that most of my loved
ones, whose faces I had been cherishing in memory for years, and my respected teachers,
whose words were the source of my healing, had perished. The monastery, the learning
institution of my memory, had remained silent for decades with its broken walls. Recently a
number of monks have started to return to rebuild the monastery and their monastic lives.Most
of them were able to accept and to heal from their unfortunate experiences without needing to
blame somebody else. It is true that one can temporarily feel good by blaming one’s misfortunes
on others, but this always ends up causing greater pain and confusion. Accepting without blame
is the true turning point of healing. It is the healing power of mind. That is why Shantideva
writes:Even if you cannot generate compassionToward those who are forced to harm
youBecause of their emotional afflictions [of ignorance and anger],The last thing you should do
is to become angry with them.In Tibet people go to religious teachers for spiritual teachings and
blessings or to ask for prayers to heal their problems or achieve their mundane or spiritual goals.
Rarely do they go for consultation about their psychological, social, or physical problems.
However, in Western culture, clergy people are consulted about all kinds of life problems. Since
my arrival in the States, whenever friends encountered difficulties, they came to me for advice.
To my amazement, I was able to suggest healing solutions for many of their problems. The
secret wasn’t that I was equipped with any therapeutic skill, healing art, or mystical power, but
that I have trained myself in the wisdom of Buddhism and have gained skill in healing the painful
circumstances of my own life. That discovery inspired me to present Buddhist views and
trainings on healing in the form of a book.This book is a practical guide for anyone wishing to
find peace and to heal worry, stress, and pain. It is a compendium of teachings on the wisdom of
healing that I have learned from the holy scriptures of Buddhism and have heard from the
soothing voices of great masters. This wisdom became the most powerful source of healing for
me and for many friends of mine. These are Buddhism’s teachings on healing, and I am merely
attempting to bring them to you, without overshadowing them with my own voice and idea.The
book has three parts. The first is an overview of everyday living and meditation, the necessary
ingredients for healing. The second part presents specific exercises for healing mental,
emotional, social, and spiritual problems. Physical problems are the hardest to heal, but they,
too, can often be helped by exercises that generate peace, strength, and positive energy, the
ultimate fount of our physical well-being. The final section presents several Buddhist meditations
that are concerned not only with everyday problems but also with awakening the presence of



Buddha qualities that we all possess and with opening the infinite healing power of the Buddha
Mind for ourselves and others.The guidance and advice in this book is derived from Buddhist
teachings, especially from a short but unique text entitled Turning Happiness and Suffering into
the Path of Enlightenment, by Dodrupchen, Jigme Tenpe Nyima (1865–1926), one of the leading
lamas and authoritative scholars of the Nyingma school of Tibetan Buddhism, and from other
texts such as A Guide to the Bodhisattva’s Way of Life by Shantideva (eighth century), one of the
great Indian masters of Mahayana Buddhism.Above all, whatever words of healing wisdom are
found in these pages are inspired by the kindest and wisest person I ever met in human flesh,
my gracious teacher Kyala Khenpo Chöchog (1892–1957). In his care I was nourished for
fourteen years like a son by his father. If any errors have crept into the book, they are the
indulgences of my own ignorant mind, and for these it is my spiritual obligation to pray for
forgiveness from all enlightened masters and compassionate readers.If you follow the exercises
given in this book, you could heal your pain and problems and restore joy and health to your life.
At the very least, they will help you reduce the degree of your pain and problems, while
increasing joy and health. Moreover, the peace and strength produced by the healing power of
mind will equip you to accept pain and problems with greater ease, as just a part of life, much as
we welcome the darkness of night as a part of the cycle of the day.I hope this book will help
people learn how to be happier and healthier. Any person whose mind is open to the healing
power will benefit by following the healing exercises in this book. There is no need to be a so-
called Buddhist. However, the exercises are not meant as alternatives to conventional treatment.
Proper medicine, behavior, diet, and exercise are always essential for healing. PART
ONETHE HEALING PATH 1FOUNDATIONS OF HEALING OUR MINDS
possess the power of healing pain and creating joy. If we use that power along with proper living,
a positive attitude, and meditation, we can heal not only our mental and emotional afflictions, but
even physical problems.When we cling to our wants and worries with all our energy, we create
only stress and exhaustion. By loosening the attitude that Buddhists call “grasping at self,” we
can open to our true nature, which is peaceful and enlightened. This book is an invitation to the
awakening of our inner wisdom, a source of healing we all possess. Like a door opening to this
wisdom, we can bring in the sunlight, warmth, and gentle breeze of healing. The source of this
energy is ours to touch and share at any moment, a universal birthright that can bring us joy
even in a world of suffering and ceaseless change.In Buddhism, the wisdom taught in the
scriptures is mainly aimed at realizing enlightenment. However, spiritual exercises can also help
us find happiness and health in our everyday life. There are extensive discourses in Buddhism
on improving our ordinary life and having a peaceful, joyous, and beneficial existence in this very
world.THE BENEFITS OF HEALINGBuddhism advocates releasing the unnecessary and
unhealthy tension that we create in our lives by realizing the truth of how things really are. I have
seen many examples of the healing power of the mind for mental and emotional problems, and
for physical sickness too.One example is from my own life. When I was eighteen, my dear
teacher Kyala Khenpo and I decided to flee Tibet because of political turmoil, knowing that we



were losing home, country, friends, and livelihood. In an empty but sacred valley, Kyala Khenpo
died from old age and sickness. He was not only my kind and enlightened teacher, but had
cared for me as a parent since I was five. This was one of the saddest and most confused times
of my life. However, my understanding of impermanence—the fact that everything always
changes in life—made it easier to accept. Spiritual experiences enabled me to remain calm, and
the wisdom lights of teachings made the path of my future life clearer to me. In other words,
recognizing the nature of what was happening, opening to it, and using sources of power that I
had already been given helped me heal from my loss more easily. As we shall see, these three
basic steps—acknowledging difficulties and suffering, opening to them, and cultivating a
positive attitude—are integral to the healing process.Another of my teachers, Pushul Lama, had
mental problems throughout his youth. He was so destructive that when he was a teenager, his
family had to tie him up to protect others—and himself—from his violence. Through healing
meditations—mainly of compassion—he healed himself and later became a great scholar and
teacher. Today I know of no person more cheerful, peaceful, and kind.When I lived in Tibet,
physical healing through meditation and the right attitude were a common part of everyday life.
So now when people ask me for examples of physical healing, it’s not easy to figure out which
story to tell. For someone from Tibet, it is accepted as an ordinary event that the mind can heal
the body. The mind leads the energies of the body—this is how it is. There were so many
healings, I never paid much attention when I was younger. However, I do know of one recent
example that many people might find amazing, even if it is not very surprising from the Buddhist
point of view.A couple years ago, the present Dodrupchen Rinpoche, a highly spiritual living
lama, had an attack of severe appendicitis while traveling in the remote countryside of Bhutan. A
senior minister of the country arranged for a helicopter to take him to a hospital. The doctors
were afraid Rinpoche’s appendix would rupture, and the pain was very great. Against the strong
advice of his doctors, he refused surgery and healed himself using meditations and
mantras.ANYONE CAN BENEFITThe ability to recover from such a serious sickness through
meditation depends on a person’s level of trust and spiritual experience. Of course, most of us
would be very glad to have the opportunity for surgery if our appendix were about to burst! I only
tell this true story to illustrate the power of the mind, and because people have such a strong
interest in maintaining their physical health. Few of us are spiritual masters. But anyone can
benefit from meditation and a positive attitude. Beginning from where we are right now, it is
possible to live a happier and healthier life.Although physical sickness is one subject you will
read about here, this book is meant mostly as a manual for dealing with our everyday emotions.
This is the best starting place for most of us. If we can learn to bring greater contentment into
everything we do, other blessings will naturally flow.The views and meditation exercises in this
book are inspired mainly by teachings of Nyingma Buddhism, the oldest school of Buddhism in
Tibet, dating to the ninth century, a school that combines the three major Buddhist traditions:
Hinayana, Mahayana, and Vajrayana. However, you need not be a Buddhist to use this book.
Unfortunately, many people perceive Buddhism as a religion propagated by a particular



historical teacher, the Shakyamuni Buddha, that is intended to benefit only the followers of this
tradition.Buddhism is a universal path. Its aim is to realize universal truth, the fully enlightened
state, Buddhahood. According to Shakyamuni Buddha himself, an infinite number of beings
realized Buddhahood before he was born. There are, were, and will be Buddhism, the path, and
Buddhas (those who have realized enlightenment) in this world as well as other worlds, in the
past, present, and future. It is true that almost twenty-five hundred years ago, Shakyamuni
Buddha propagated teachings that became known as Buddhism. The Buddhism taught by
Shakyamuni is one of the appearances of Buddhism, but it is not the only one. People whose
minds are open will hear the true way, which Buddhists call Dharma, even from nature. The
Dharmasamgiti says: “People who have mental well-being, even if the Buddha is not present, will
hear Dharma from the sky, walls, and trees. For seekers whose minds are pure, teachings and
instructions will appear just by their own wishes.”Buddhism recognizes the differences in
cultures and practices of people around the world, and in individual upbringings and
personalities. Many other cultures and religions have traditions of healing, and offer specific
advice about suffering. Even in Tibet there are many approaches to Buddhism. Having different
approaches is good, even if they sometimes appear to contradict one another, because people
are different. The whole purpose is to suit the needs of the individual.MEDITATION, MIND, AND
BODYHealing through meditation is not limited to a particular religious belief. Nowadays, many
physicians trained in conventional Western medical science are recommending traditional
methods of meditation as a way to restore and maintain mental and physical health. These
practices rarely acknowledge the experience of what Buddhists call the true nature or the great
openness, but instead emphasize visualization and the development of a positive attitude and
positive energy. High blood pressure, which in many cases is created and aggravated by mental
stress, is particularly responsive to such alternative treatments. Some physicians recommend
concentrating the mind on a physical point where the muscles are contracted and then
consciously releasing those muscles, so that relief and relaxation will result. This technique
follows the same principle as the Buddhist way of recognizing a problem and loosening the
grasping at it.Healing is most effective if it is accompanied by any spiritual belief or meditation
experience. Herbert Benson, M.D., of Harvard Medical School, who originated the Relaxation
Response, writes: “If you truly believe in your personal philosophy or religious faith—if you are
committed, mind and soul, to your world view—you may well be capable of achieving
remarkable feats of mind and body that [we] may only speculate about.”Bernie Siegel, M.D., a
surgeon and professor at Yale University, describes some of the benefits of meditation: “It tends
to lower or normalize blood pressure, pulse rate, and the levels of stress hormones in the blood.
It produces changes in brain-wave patterns, showing less excitability. . . . Meditation also raises
the pain threshold and reduces one’s biological age. . . . In short, it reduces wear and tear on
both body and mind, helping people live better and longer.”Many journalists, like Bill Moyers,
have long noted the relation of mind and body to health. Here is what Moyers says in his
introduction to the book Healing and the Mind, based on the Public Broadcasting System’s



television series.I suppose I’ve always been interested in the relation of mind and body, growing
up as I did in a culture that separated them distinctly. . . . Yet every day in this divided world of
mind and body, our language betrayed the limitations of our categories. “Widow Brown must
have died of a broken heart—she never got sick until after her husband was gone.” My parents
talked about our friend the grocer, who “worried himself sick,” and my uncle Carl believed that
laughter could ease what ailed you long before Norman Cousins published his story about how
he coped with serious illness by watching Marx Brothers movies and videos of “Candid
Camera.”In recent years, Western medical science has begun to take a closer look at mind and
body, and to examine the connection between the mind, emotions, and health. In the 1970s
researchers found evidence of what they called neurotransmitters, chemical messengers to and
from the brain. Some neurotransmitters, called endorphins and enkephalins, act as natural
painkillers. Others seem to be related to particular states of mind, such as anger, contentment,
or mental illness.Research is continuing on the biological links between the brain, the nervous
system, and the immune system. Although Western medical science is not the topic of this book,
discoveries in this area are very interesting. New evidence about mind and body is always
welcomed and may benefit many people. However, the basic idea behind the research is
actually very old. Buddhism has believed in the importance of the mind for many centuries, long
before modern theories of molecular biology were advanced.TIBETAN MEDICINE’S
APPROACH TO SPIRITUAL HEALINGIn Buddhism, the mind generates healing energies, while
the body, which is solid and stable, grounds, focuses, and strengthens them. The main text of
Tibetan medicine is the Four Tantras (Gyud zhi), which Tibetans see as a terma, or mystical
revelation, discovered by Trawa Ngonshey in the eleventh century. According to these ancient
texts, the root of all sickness of mind and body is grasping at “self.” The poisons of the mind that
arise from this grasping are ignorance, hatred, and desire.Physical sicknesses are classified into
three main divisions. Disharmony of wind or energy, which is generally centered in the lower
body and is cold by nature, is caused by desire. Disharmony of bile, which is generally in the
upper body and is hot, is caused by hatred. Disharmony of phlegm, which is generally centered
in the head and is cold by nature, is caused by ignorance. These categories—desire, ignorance,
and hatred—as well as the temperatures associated with them can still be very useful today in
determining which meditation exercises might be most helpful, depending on the individual’s
emotional state and nature.According to Tibetan medicine, living in peace, free from emotional
afflictions, and loosening our grip on “self” is the ultimate medicine for both mental and physical
health.What is this “self” that has come up now several times in this book? The Buddhist view of
self is sometimes difficult for people outside this tradition to understand. Although you can
meditate without knowing what the self is, some background on the self will make it easier to do
the healing exercises presented later.Language can be tricky when we are talking about great
truths. In an everyday sense, it is quite natural and fine to talk about “myself” and “yourself.” I
think we can agree that self-knowledge is good, and that selfishness can make us unhappy. But
let’s go a bit further and examine the deeper truth about self as Buddhists see it.WHY WE ARE



SUFFERINGOur minds create the experience of both happiness and suffering, and the ability to
find peace lies within us. In its true nature, the mind is peaceful and enlightened. Anyone who
understands this is already on the path to wisdom.Buddhism is centered on the principle of two
truths, the absolute truth and the relative truth. The absolute is that the true nature of our minds
and of the universe is enlightened, peaceful, and perfect. By the true nature of the mind,
Nyingma Buddhism means the union of awareness and openness.The relative or conventional
truth is that in the whole spectrum of ordinary life—the passing, impermanent earthly life of birth
and death that Buddhists call samsara—the world is experienced as a place of suffering,
ceaseless change, and delusion, for the face of the true nature has been obscured by our
mental habits and emotional afflictions, rooted in our grasping at “self.”In Western thought, “self”
usually means personhood, or the ego consciousness of “I, me, and mine.” Buddhism includes
this meaning of self, but also understands “self” as any phenomenon or object—anything at all—
that we might grasp at as if it were a truly existing entity. It could be the self of another person,
the self of a table, the self of money, or the self of an idea.If we grasp at these things, we are
experiencing them in a dualistic way, as a subject grasping at an object. Then the mind begins to
discriminate, to separate and label things, such as the idea that “I” like “this,” or “I” don’t like “this.”
We might think, “this” is nice, and attachment comes in, or “that” is not so nice, then pain may
come. We may crave something we do not have, or fear losing what we have, or feel depressed
at having lost it. As our mind gets tighter and tighter, we feel increasing excitement or pain, and
this is the cycle of suffering.With our “relative” or ordinary mind, we grasp at self as if it were firm
and concrete. However, self is an illusion, because everything in the experience of samsara is
transitory, changing, and dying. Our ordinary mind thinks of self as something that truly exists as
an independent entity. But in the Buddhist view, self does not truly exist. It is not a fixed or solid
thing, but a mere designation labeled by the mind. Neither is self an independent entity. In the
Buddhist view, everything functions interdependently, so that there is nothing that has a truly
independent quality or nature.In Buddhism, the law of causation is called karma. Every action
has a commensurate effect; everything is interdependent. Seeds grow into green shoots, then
into trees, then into fruits and flowers, which produce seeds again. That is a very simple example
of causation. Because of karma, our actions shape the world of our lives. Vasubandhu, the
greatest Mahayana writer on metaphysics, said: “Due to karma [deeds] various worlds are
born.”Grasping creates negative karma—our negative tendencies and habits. But not all karma
is negative, although some people mistakenly think of it this way. We can also create positive
karma, and that is what healing is about. The tight grip on self creates negative karma. Positive
karma loosens that grip, and as we relax, we find our peaceful center and become happier and
healthier.WE ARE ALL BUDDHABuddhists believe that all beings possess Buddha-nature. In
our true nature we are all Buddhas. However, the face of our Buddha-nature is obscured by
karma and its traces, which are rooted in grasping at self, just as the sun is covered by clouds.All
beings are the same and are one in being perfect in their true nature. We know that when our
mind is natural, relaxed, and free from mental or emotional pressures and situations that upset



us, we experience peace. This is evidence that the uncontaminated nature of the mind is
peaceful and not painful. Although this wisdom, the true nature that dwells in us, has been
covered by mental defilements, it remains perfect and clear. Nagarjuna, founder of the Middle
Way school of Mahayana Buddhism, writes:Water in the earth remains unstained.Likewise, in
the emotional afflictions,Wisdom remains unstained.Nagarjuna speaks of peace and freedom as
our own “ultimate sphere,” which is within us all the time if we only realize it:In the womb of a
pregnant woman,Although there is a child, we cannot see it.Likewise, we do not see our own
“ultimate sphere,”Which is covered by our emotional afflictions.Peace is within us; we need not
look elsewhere for it. By using what Buddhists call “skillful means,” including meditation
exercises, we can uncover this ultimate sanctuary. Nagarjuna describes the ultimate sphere—
the great openness, the union of mind and universe—this way:As by churning the milk, its
essence-butter appears immaculately,By purifying mental afflictions, the “ultimate sphere”
manifests immaculately.As a lamp in a vase does not manifest,The “ultimate sphere” enveloped
in the vase of mental afflictions is not visible for us.In whatever part of the vase you make a
hole,From that very part, light from the lamp will shine forth.When the vase of mental afflictions
is destroyed through vajralike meditation,The light shines unto the limits of space.
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Joseph J. Truncale, “If you are into Zen and other healing meditation systems you should check
out this book.. As a lifetime learner and student of numerous arts, (various poetry forms,
painting, martial arts) sciences, (Quantum physics, Cosmology, Astronomy) and various
philosophies (Zen, Taoism, Yoga. Healing meditation), even though I am well into my senior
years my search for knowledge continues. This is why when I saw this 207 page softcover book
on Amazon (The healing power of mind: simple meditation exercises for health, well-being and
enlightenment by Tulku Thondup) I decided to purchase this volume.This excellent book focuses
on some of the philosophical healing and meditation methods used in Tibetan Buddhism. The
material covered in this volume is vast and detailed. This book is organized into three parts.
Part one deals with the healing path, including the foundations of healing, the healing power of
mind, getting started, developing confidence, how to deal with problems, how to deal with
physical ailment and healing energies. Part two is about the healing exercises covering healing
meditations, clearing energy blocks, healing our emotions, healing through sound, healing
disharmony, healing with nature’s energy and daily living as healing. The final part explains
Buddhist meditations: the path to openness.If you are into Zen or other healing and meditation
systems you may want to check out this very informative book on Tibetan Buddhism.Rating: 5
Stars.  Joseph J. Truncale (Author: Martial Art and Warrior Haiku and Senryu).”

rally_squirrel_west, “fortunately for him (and us) he got training in "The .... The book is about
exacting what the title says; but rather than Norman Vincent van Peale sort of stuff, it gives you
practical exercises based on experience from one who knows about the need for healing. As
with many Tibetan expatriates, it hasn't been all roses on the outside moving to the west for the
author Tulku Thondup. But, fortunately for him (and us) he got training in "The Healing Power of
Mind" from an early age, so that it was imprinted in his being for application to all situations. I
highly recommend this book for those who are seeking a better frame of mind life. Thondup is
deliberately non-religious so as to be of service to all Westerners, no matter what their
demonination (or not). This book is a powerful tool, and if you like the label, is a powerful tool of
theCognitive Behavioral approach from a a different angle.... an angle that has experienced both
the need for healing and the application of healing transformation protocols for everyday life.”

Shinobi, “Such a good book.. This book seems self-evident to me. It may not be to you. I may
have gone way too far-out and woo woo over the last couple of years.Simply read, this book
restores calm.I have yet to attempt all the exercises, but I have tried the visualizations (because
they speak to me).The exercises in this book are drawn primarily from the Nyingma school of
Buddhism.One day I will be disciplined enough to do exercises from this book every week.”

Solara, “Everybody should own this book. What a gem this book is. Our mind is an incredible
tool to help us heal and feel better.I have done some of the visualizations in this book and I have



found them to be very useful. They are very easy to follow and there are so many to chose from. I
particularly like the visualizations for letting go of sadness and the exercise to focus the
scattered mind.Another reviewer said that this book restores calm. I totally agree with that
statement.Highly recommended.”

Sebastiaan Stokhof de Jong, “Amazing book for anyone interested in healing their mind and
bodies.. Amazing book for anyone interested in healing their mind and bodies. An introduction
the Tibetan approach and philosophy.”

Susan Brown, “Five Stars. Love the book.”

E. M. Kimball, “The Healing Power of Mind. Simple, step-by-step help with meditation practice
even for people who have meditated for years. Tulku Thondup teaches the power of the mind
and spirit to heal in a way that is logical and believable . He helped me step outside of my
personal pain to "see' the energy of my spirit as a natural power. My practice is greatly changed
by this wise teacher.”

Snow, “wise and wonderful .... Highly recommended ..The author’s compassionate voice
vibrates though this conversational and clearly informative book. I would enjoy hearing him
speak live and I would enjoy sitting in silence and stillness with his presence. Powerful
book.Interspersed with short vivid personal recollections as examples of Buddhist ways of
being. Realistic book.Separates Buddhist ways of living this lifetime from monotheistic religions
and market-share focused doctrines.Excellent book.  Thank you _/\_”

chris b, “Excellent. A wonderful book, based on Buddhism but written in a way that can anyone
can relate to. Very clear and practical exercises to work with emotional or physical problems.
Highly recommended.”

michael, “One of the best books I have read on being in the present .... One of the best books I
have read on being in the present moment. An essential guide to living in the stresses and
distractions of the 21st century.”

Mrs. E. Domleo, “A helpful Book. This book was reccomended to me, and I found it very
interesting.  I havent finished it yet which says a bit about I find it a bit repetitive.”

The book by Tulku Thondup has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 61 people have provided feedback.
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